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Abstract. This paper continues presentation and discussion of the results from 
our new global self-consistent theoretical model of interacting ring current ions and 
propagating electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves [Khazanov et al., 20061. To study 
the effects of electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave propagation and refraction on the 
wave induced ring current precipitation and heating of the thermal plasinaspheric 
electrons, we simulate the May 1998 storm. The main findings after a simulation can 
be summarized as follows. Firstly, the wave induced ring current precipitation exhibits 
quite a lot of fine structure, and is highly organized by location of the plasmapause 
gradient. The strongest fluxes of about 4 . lo6 (cin s . sr)-' are observed during the 
maill and early recovery phases of the storm. The very interesting and probably more 
important finding is that in a number of cases the most intense precipitating fluxes 
are not connected to the most intense waves in siniple manner. The characteristics of 
the wave power spectral density distributioii over the wave normal angle are extremely 
crucial for the effectiveness of the ring current ion scattering. Secondly, comparison 
of the global protoii precipitating patterns with the results from RAM [Kozyra et 
al., 1997a] reveals that although we observe a qualitative agreement between the 
localizations of the wave induced precipitations in the models, there is 110 quantitative 
agreement between the magnitudes of the fluxes. The quantitative differences are mainly 
due to a qualitative difference between the characteristics of the wave power spectral 
density distributions over the wave normal angle i11 RAM and in our model. Thirdly, 
the heat fluxes to plasnlaspheric electrons caused by Landau resonate energy absorption 
from electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves are observed in the postnoon-prenlidnight 
MLT sector, and can reach the magnitude of 10'' eV/(cm2 . s). The Coulomb energy 
degradation of the RC H+ and 0+ ions maximizes at about 10" (eV/(cm2 - s), and 
typically leads to electron energy deposition rates of about 2 - 10'' (eV/(cm2 . s) which 
are observed during two periods; 32-48 hours, and 76-86 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT. 
The theoretically derived spatial structure of the thermal electron heating caused by 
interaction of the ring current with the plasmasphere is strongly supported by concurrent 
and conjugate plasma measurements froill the plasmasphere, ring current, and topside 
ionosphere [Gurgiolo et al., 20051. Finally, the wave induced intense electron heating has 
a structure of the spot-like patches along the most enhanced density gradients in the 
plasmasphere boundary layer aiid can be a possible driver to the observed but still not 
explained small-scale structures of enhanced emissions in the stable auroral red arcs. 
1. Introduction 
This study continues presentation and discussion of the results of a simulation 
based on a new global self-consistent theoretical model of interacting ring current (RC) 
ions and propagating electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves [Khazanov et  al., 
2006; here referred to as paper I]. All the details regarding this inodel can be found 
ill paper 1. Briefly, this is the further development of the self-consistent theoretical 
model of Khazanov et al. [2002; 20031, and in comparisoi~ with the earlier model, this 
new model explicitly includes the EMIC wave propagation and refraction in a multi-ion 
magnetospheric plasma, and a general form of the wave kinetic equation is used in order 
to describe the wave evolution. 
One of the most important consequences of the RC-EMIC wave interaction is a 
scattering of the RC ions into the loss cone. This process leads to decay of the RC 
[see, e. g., Cornwall et al., 19701, especially during the main phases of the storms when 
the RC decay time of about one hour or less is possible [Gonzalez et al., 19891. It follows 
from a comparison presented in paper 1 that although the ring current-atmosphere 
interaction model (RAM) of Kozyra et al. [1997a] and Jordanova et al. [1997; 20011 
ta.kes into account some features of the EMIC wave propagation and refraction, their 
RAM predicts the more extended and less intense equatorial EMIC wave distributions in 
comparison with the results from our model (for details of the comparison see paper 1). 
So we are required now to consider in detail how the above differences impact the RC 
ion precipitation, and to compare the global RC proton precipitating patterns produced 
by this version of RAM and by our model. This comparison is presented in Section 2 
along with a discussion of the main reason for the differences found between these two 
simulation result sets. 
The overlap of the RC with the outer plasmasphere plays a major role in the 
storm-time related electron temperature elevations in the subauroral topside ionosphere. 
This temperature enhancement affects the density and composition of the upper 
ionosphere and thermosphere. One of the iiiajor deficieiicies in the study of the coupling 
of the RC to the ionosphere is the lack of concurrent and conjugate magnetospheric and 
ionospheric plasma measurements over complete anomalous heating events. Recently, 
Gurgiolo et al. [2005] have presented a global view of the RC-plasmasphere system 
during the 18-19 June 2001 storm. I11 order to have concurrent and conjugate plasma 
measurements from the plasmasphere, the RC, and the topside ionosphere these authors 
have combined data from the IMAGE and DMSP satellites. IMAGE has been used to 
obtain the plasmaspheric He+ ioii density in the geomagnetic equatorial plane (from 
the Extreme Ultraviolet imager, EUV), and to obtain global 2D distributions of the 
RC ion fluxes in the geoinagiietic equatorial plane (from both the High and Medium 
Energy Neutral Atom imagers, HENA and MENA). DMSP (F-12, F-13, and F-15) 
satellites have been used to  obtain electron temperature and precipitating electron and 
ioii fluxes along the satellite tracks at a noiniiial altitude of 830 kin. Gurgiolo et al. 
[2005] have analyzed the relationships of the topside heating of the subauroral ambient 
electrons with the plasmasphere and RC conditions. They have found that subauroral 
heating occurs within the plasmasphere-RC overlap region, and can be separated into 
two classifications; inner and outer heating events. The inner events take place well 
earthward of the plasmapause (> 0.75RE in the equatorial plane) and generally occur 
in the dawn MLT sector. The outer events occur in the plasmasphere bounda.ry layer 
within 0.75RE of the equatorial plasmapause, and are more prevalent in the dusk XILT 
sector. 
In order to associate our theoretical results with the observations of Gurgiolo et 
al. [2005], in Section 3 we calculate and present the energy depositions to the thermal 
plasmaspheric electrons from two energy sources; the EMIC wave energy absorption 
due to Landau resonance with electrons, and the Coulomb energy degradation of the 
RC H f  and O+ ions. A possible relationship of the wave induced heating structure to 
the spot-like patches of enhanced emissions inside of the stable auroral red (SAR) arcs 
is also discussed in Section 3. Section 4 briefly summarizes the crucial features of the 
developed RC-EMIC wave model, and lists the main findings of paper 2. 
2. Wave Induced Precipitation of Ring Current Ions 
One of the most proilounced manifestations of the RC-EMIC wave interaction is 
a scattering of the RC ions into the loss cone. This process leads to decay of the RC 
[see, e. g., Cornwall et al., 19701, especially during the main phases of the storms when 
the RC decay time of about one hour or less is possible [Gonxalez et al., 19891. In order 
to den~onstra~te further the role of the EMIC wave propagatioil and refraction, we obtain 
a global history of the RC proton precipitating flux, 
for the May 1998 storm. In equation (I), plC is the cosine of the equatorial pitch angle 
at the boundary of loss cone, and j is the equatorial ion differential flux. For the 
presentation below, we selected exactly the same time intervals as in paper 1; the first 
interval takes place on 2 May, from 24 hours to 48 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT, and 
the second interval is from 72 hours to 86 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT. For reference 
purposes we first present the results from the model with no wave-particle interaction 
(original version of RAM, see paper 1). In Figure 1 we show the selected snapshots 1 Figure 1 /
of the precipitating fluxes integrated over energy range 1 - 50 keV. These fluxes are 
resulted only from magnetospheric coiivection of the RC ions and its scattering due to 
Coulomb collisions with thermal plasma. The most intense precipitating fluxes do not 
exceed lo6 (cm . s . sr)-l, and are observed in the postmidnight-dawn MLT sector for 
L > 4.25 during the early recovery phase, starting at  80 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT. 
The precipitating fluxes obtained from a simulation based on the system of 
governing equations derived in paper 1 (see equatioils (21) and (22) in paper 1) are 
presented in Figure 2. First of all, we observe that the wave induced precipitating 
fluxes exhibit quite a lot of fine structure, and are highly organized by location of the 
plasinapause gradient (compare with the equatorial wave distributions in Figure G of 
paper 1). In agreement with previous modeliilg results [Jordanoua et al., 20011, the 
wave induced precipitating fluxes are inore intense i11 comparison with the results in 
Figure 1, and the strongest fluxes of about 4 . lo6 (cm . s . sr)-I are observed during the 
main and early recovery phases of the storm. The very interesting and probably more 
important conclusion can be derived by comparing Figure 2 with Figure 6 in paper 1; 
in a number of cases the most intense precipitating fluxes are not simply connected 
to the most intense EMIC waves. For example, the strongest precipitating flux of 
4 106 (cin . s . sr)-I is observed at Lz5.25, MLT=16 at 86 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT, 
but there is quite moderate EMIC wave intensity of only B$ = 2.7 n ~ ~ .  
Let us consider this feature in detail by analyzing the data from three (MLT, 
L-shell) points in snapshot at 48 hours; point (a) Lz5.25, MLT=16, point (b) Lz5.75, 
h/ILT=15, and point (c) Lx5.75, MLT=14. The precipitating fluxes and the EMIC wave 
power densities in these points are listed in Table 1 in the "Our Model" columns. (Note 
that the extra numbers provided in Table 1 will be used later, and below we use the 
subscripts (a), (b) , and (c) in order to refer to  the points (a), (b) , and (c), respectively.) 
The number densities for the 1 - 50 keV range RC protons are practically the same in all 
these points, and they are in a range 1.1 - 1.4 ~ m - ~ .  So the observed differences between 
precipitating fluxes are mainly due to  differences in the RC-EMIC wave diffusion rates 
which depend on the EMIC wave power spectral density. The simple analysis of the 
magnitudes of the precipitating fluxes and the EMIC wave intensities can not explain 
these differences; for example, B,,(,)/B,,,(,) = 1.3 and JI,,(,)/ Jzc,(,) = 17.7, but on the 
other hand the ratio Bw,(b)/Bw,(,) = 1.2 is practically the same as B,,,(,)/B,,(,) but 
Jlc,(b)/Jlc,(a) = 0.4 is far less than 1. At the same time, as we have demonstrated in 
paper 1 (see Figure 9 in paper I ) ,  the EMIC wave power spectral density distributions 
over the equatorial wave normal angle are essentially different for cases (a), (b) , and (c) . 
In case (a), the EMIC wave energy is entirely concentrated in the region of generation, 
i. e. in the region of small 00.  As a consequence, we observe the most intense RC proton 
precipitating fluxes (the EMIC wave growth rates are maximized for a field-aligned 
wave propagation that is caused by most efficient wave-particle interaction). In case 
(c), however, because the wave energy is in the region of large Oo only, the smallest 
RC precipitating fluxes are produced. In the intermediate case (b), while the wave 
power Bi,(y has the greatest amplitude, only the wave energy concentrated in a quasi 
field-aligned region can effectively scatter the RC protons, and we compute a flux that 
is more than twice less than in case (a). So the characteristic of the EMIC wave power 
spectral density distribution over Oo is an extremely crucial factor for the effectiveness 
of the RC ion scattering. 
In paper 1 we have compared the global He+-mode energy distributions derived 
froin our new model with the results of other RAM-based global model where the 
different EMIC wave description has been adopted [Kozyra e t  al., 1997a; Jordanova 
et al., 1997; 20011. Let us further continue a comparison and present the RC proton 
precipitating fluxes which are obtained from a simulation with einployiiig this earlier 
version of RAM. The results of this sirnulation are presented in Figure 3. We have 
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demonstrated in paper 1 that EMIC wave growth is only slightly controlled by 
plasmapause location in the version of RAM by Kozyra et al. [1997a], and that the 
equatorial energy distributioiis of generated waves are more extended and more smooth 
i11 comparison with our results, at least during the May 1998 storm period (compare 
Figures 6 and 8 in paper 1). As a consequence, the (MLT, Lshell) distributions of the 
wave induced precipitating fluxes are also more smooth and more extended in Figure 3 
compare to  Figure 2. Although we observe a qualitative agreement between localizations 
of the enhanced fluxes in Figures 2 and 3, there is no quantitative agreement between 
the magnitudes of these fluxes. As we have found in paper 1, in general this version of 
RAM [Kozyra et al., 1997a; Jordanova et al., 19971 produces less intense equatorial wave 
distributions during the May 1998 storin period. At the same time, the wave induced 
precipitating fluxes in Figure 3 are essentially more intense than in Figure 2, aiid reach 
the magnitude of 3.5 . lo7 (cm . s . sr)-I at L=4.25, MLT=l9 at 32 hour after 1 May, 
0000 UT. 
Selecting the same spatial points (a), (b) and (c) as we did above in analyzing 
Figure 2, we can obtain the RC proton precipitating fluxes and the EMIC wave power 
densities from Figure 3 aiid Figure 8 in paper 1. All these numbers are presented 
in Table 1 in the "RAM" columiis. Above, analyzing Figure 2, we showed that the 
effectiveness of the RC ion scattering by EMIC waves dramatically depends on the wave 
power spectral density distribution over Oo. In the version of RAM under comparison: 
Kozyra et al. [1997a] (see also Jordanova et al. [1997, 20011) have used a quasi 
field-aligned power spectral density distribution with wave normal angle which is a 
Gaussian distribution in the region of 0 < Oo < 7r/4 with maximum at Oo = 0. It 
follows from Figure 9(a) in paper 1 that the EMIC wave energy is entirely concentrated 
ill the region of 0" < O0 < 50" in spatial point (a). Although these power spectral 
density distributions do not appear as Gaussian functions, the wave energy is observed 
practically in the same wave normal angle region as it has been set by Kozyra et al. 
[1997a] and Jordanova et al. [1997; 20011. 
According to Kennel and Petschek [1966], the steady state wave induced diffusion 
strength is scaled by factor zo = where is the pitch-angle boundary of 
the loss cone, D is a pitch-angle diffusion coefficient which depends on the EMIC wave 
power spectral density, and rat, is a typical time for leakage of the RC ions into the 
atmosphere. Assuming that the wave power spectral densities froin our model and from 
the model of Kozyra et al. [1997a] have the same shapes in point (a), we can compare 
only the wave intensities from these two models. So in order to relate the magnitudes 
of precipitating fluxes in point (a) from Figures 3 and 2, we need to re-normalize 
one flux accordingly to a ratio of the wave intensities from these two global models; 
2.5 . lo6 (em . s . sr)-' x 4- = 2.1 - lo5 (cm . s . sr)-'. This estimation is very close 
to a magnitude of precipitating flux from Figures 3, JL,,(,) = 2.7 . lo5 (cm . s . sr)-l. 
The wave power spectral density distributions in points (b) aiid (c) are absolutely 
not quasi field-aligned, and we can not use the above simple procedure in these poiiits 
in order to  relate the precipitating fluxes from Figure 2 with the results from Figure 3. 
At the same time, we see that EMIC wave intensities from the model of Kozyra et 
al. [1997a] are at least five times less i11 these spatial points than in our model (see 
Table 1). On the other hand, the precipitating fluxes in Figure 3 are a t  least four times 
greater than in Figure 2. So we believe that the observed differei~ces in magnitudes 
of the wave induced protoiz precipitating fluxes in points (b) and (c) from Figures 2 
and 3 are mainly due to a qualitative difference between the characteristics of the 
EMIC wave power spectral density distributions over 00. The resulting power spectral 
density distributions in our model are self-consistently determined by evolution of the 
RC-EMIC wave system itself. As we have shown in paper 1, all these distributions are 
not Gaussian distributions, and as we ca.n see, the most important is that EMIC wave 
energy can occupy not only the region of generation, but the entire wave normal angle 
region and even the region near 00 = 7r/2 only. 011 the other hand, Koxyra et al. [1997a] 
have used a quasi field-aligned power spectral density distribution that is not always a 
good fit to the actual form of the distribution over wave normal angle. 
It is very clear demolistrated above that the EMIC wave power spectral density 
distribution over the wave normal angle can extremely impact the effectiveness of 
the RC ion scattering. At the same time, we considered only three spatial points in 
one snapshot, and it as very interesting now to see the wave power spectral density 
distributions on the global spatial and temporal scales. In order to provide such global 
view we consider the following ratio, 
As = J,"= dw (s,"/: dooB2 (w, 00) - J;l4 ~ & B Z  (w, $)) 
J,"E dw j;l2 d$ B~ (W , eo) , 
where B2 (w, 00) is a square of the equatorial spectral magnetic field of the Het-mode 
of EMIC waves, w and do are the wave frequency and the equatorial wave normal angle, 
respectively. The ratio As is in a range (-1, 11 and characterizes the wave power spectral 
density asymmetry over wave noriiia.1 angle; As = -1 if the wave energy is entirely 
concentrated in the range 0 < O0 5 7r/4, and As = 1 if the wave energy is in the range 
7r/4 < Qo 5 7r/2 only. Figure 4 demonstrates the calculated EAIIIC wave power spectral Figure 4 I 
density asymmetry at the selected snapshots during the May 1998 storm. The quasi 
field-aligned, highly oblique, and intermediate wave distributions are represented in the 
spectrograms. So all not quasi field-aligned distributions shown in Figure 9 of paper 1 
are not unusual distributions and are widely observed in the results of our simulation. 
3. Heating of Thermal Plasmaspheric Electrons and 
Subauroral Ionospheric Temperature Enhancement 
3.1. EMIC Wave and Coulomb Heating of Thermal Plasmaspheric Electrons 
The EMIC waves generated by the RC ions not only cause the RC ion scattering 
into the loss cone but also effectively transfer energy to thermal plasinaspheric electrons 
due to resonant Landau damping. The total energy deposition rate to  the thermal 
electrons can be obtained by integrating the local EMIC wave energy deposition rate 
along each geomagnetic field line from the equator to the ionosphere altitude. Assuming 
no other energy sources or sinks exist along the geomagnetic field line above the 
ionosphere, the resultiiig heat flux at the ionospheric level can be calculated as 
In equation (3), s is a coordinate along geomagnetic field line, 0 is the wave normal 
angle, B2 (w, Q, S) is the squared spectral magnetic field of the He+-mode of EMIC 
waves, ye (w, 0, s )  is the Landau damping rate of the He+-illode of EMIC waves due 
to interaction with thermal plasinaspheric electrons, and the ratio of geomagnetic field 
amplitudes at the ionosphere altitude and at the current position, Bion0/B (s), takes 
into account the change in the magnetic tube cross section along the field line. The 
Landau damping rate strongly depends on the the wave normal angle, and it is very 
sensitive to the ratio of the parallel phase velocity to the electron thermal velocity. The 
dependencies of the Landau damping rate on the wave normal angle are presented in 
Figure 5 for different sets of the plasma parameters. In order to calculate these damping Figure 5 I 
rates we assume the plasma consists of the hilaxwellian electrons, and cold ions; 77% of 
Hf, 20% of He+, aiid 3% of O+. Although the Landau dainping rate does not equal to 
zero for small wave normal angles, it takes the reasonable values for highly oblique wave 
propagations only, and we provide in Figure 5 the wave normal angle ranges only where 
Irel/w > lop4. The parallel phase velocity for the He+-mode of EI\/IIC waves is very 
close to Alfvkn velocity which is VA = 4.4. lo7 cm/s for the case (a/b) in Figure 5. On 
the other hand, the damping rate maximizes for the ratio of the para.lle1 phase velocity 
to the electron thermal velocity of about 1.2, i. e., vA/vT, = 1.2 [see, e. g., Cornwall 
et  al., 19711. This number corresponds to the electron temperature Te = 0.4 eV, aiid 
we observe that Landau da.mping rate in Figure 5b is maximal for Te = 0.5 eV (not 
shown damping rate for Te = 0.4 eV only slightly exceeds the ra.te for T, = 0.5 eV at 
its maximum). The further electroil temperature increase leads to a power decrease of 
the damping rate. In the opposite case, when vA/vT, >> 1.2, the Landau damping rate 
decreases exponentially. Note that all the results in Figures 5(c/d) aiid 5(e/f) can be 
understood if just keep in mind that UA 316. 
The thermal plasmaspheric plasma ill the present study is treated independently 
from a self-consistent dynaniic of the RC-EMIC wave system (for details about the 
core plasma density model, see paper I). It means, particularly, that we do not take 
into account a change of the back-ground electron temperature due to resonant Landau 
damping of the EMIC waves. In order to check the sensitivity of the "wave" energy 
deposition rate to  this restriction, we have made four runs with four different thermal 
electron temperatures of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 electron volts. On the whole, the energy 
deposition rate is maximized for electron temperatures in the range of 1-2 eV, and less 
intense for the case of T, = 0.5 eV than for Te = 5.0 eV. Coilsidering the global EMIC 
wave energy distribution, wave induced RC precipitating flux, and energy deposition 
rate, we did not find any essential differences between these four cases, and the "wave" 
energy deposition rate presented below will relate to the case of Te = 1 eV. 
For reference and comparison purposes, we also calculate the energy deposition rate 
to the thermal electrons due to Coulomb collisions with RC ions. According to Young et 
al. [1982], the total ion flux, measured at geostationary orbit, ca.n be divided between 
the RC H+, O+, aiid Hef depending on geomagnetic and solar activity as it is measured 
by Kp aiid F10.7 indices. For the May 2-7, 1998 storm period the geosynchronous ion 
fractioiis are shown in Figure 6. The RC He+ fraction does not exceed 4 % during this 
event, and the RC O+ ions inostly populate 20 - 40 % of the RC coiltent. The latter 
allows us to assume that the RC is entirely made up of energetic H f  aiid 0+ ions, and 
to ignore the RC Hef in calculation of the Coulonib collisioii eiiergy deposition rate 
to the thermal electrons. The energy depositioii rate to the theriilal electrons due to 
Coulolnb interaction with the RC ions can be written in the same manner as equation 
(3). Considering the RC H+ aiid O+, multiplying their Coulomb drag energy loss 
terms by the energy, and integrating over the entire phase space volume and along the 
geomagnetic field line, we get 
where an explicit form for the term (~F/CF~),~,~ can be found, e. g., in Khazanov et al. 
[2003], 7 is the omnidirectional flux of the RC ions, and G is the Coulomb collisional 
energy loss per unit length experienced by the selected RC ion in a specified background 
plasma. 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 demonstrate the temperature dependencies of the energy 
deposition rates to  the thermal plasmaspheric electrons due to Coulomb collisions with 
the RC H f  and O+ during a period of the 1a.rgest Dst minimum on 4 May, 1998. In 
order to present data in the same format as we did above (and also in paper I), all 
the topside ionospheric heat fluxes are mapped back into the equatorial plane along 
the dipole field lines. The first, second, and third rows in these figures represent the 
results for the electron temperature of 0.5, 1.0, aiid 2.0 eV, respectively. As we can 
see from these figures, a,lthough the RC H+ energy deposition rate doiiiiilates the RC 
O+ energy source for the 1 aiid 2 eV electron temperatures, the H+ eiiergy source 
growths gradually with decrease of the electron temperature while the Of energy source 
increases much steeper for Te = 0.5 eV. As a result, the O+ energy source becomes 
greater then the H+ source for 0.5 eV; actually, the RC O f  energy deposition rate 
doilziiiates the RC H f  energy source mostly during the period presented in Figures 7 
and 8 only, when the RC O+ fraction growths substantially (see Figure 6). 
In order to qualitatively understand the above dependencies of the collisional 
energy deposition rates on electron temperature let us consider function G introduced 
in equation (4). The results of calculation of the Coulomb collisional energy losses 
per unit length are presented in Figure 9 for both the RC H+ and 0+, and for 0.5, 
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1, and 2 eV back-ground electron temperatures (the unit for G is iiot specified). Two 
vertical lines in Figure 9 restrict the typical energy range of maximum RC fluxes. We 
can see from Figure 9(a) that function G only slightly growths inside of the specified 
10 - 100 keV energy range with decrease of T,. As a results, the energy deposition 
rate in Figure 7 growths gradually with temperature decrease. Comparing Figures 9(a) 
and 9(b) we see that inside of the 10 - 100 keV energy range the function G for the 
RC 0+ not only growths faster with temperature decrease, but also dominates the 
corresponding values of the function G for the RC H+ for all electron temperatures. I11 
spite of the latter, there is not enough Of ions in the RC content, and the 0+ energy 
deposition rate in Figure 8 becomes greater then the H+ source during a period of the 
largest Dst iiiininium only (in other words, growth of the 0+ fraction in the RC) and 
for T, = 0.5 eV. 
As we demonstrated above, both the "wave" and the Coulomb collisional eiiergy 
sources for the thermal plasmaspheric electrons depend on electron temperature; the 
wave induced energy depositioii rate is maximized for electron temperatures in the range 
of 1-2 eV, collisiolial energy source has a iliaximum for electron temperature of about 
0.5 eV, and both these energy sources gradually decrease with further temperature 
enhancement. At the same time, we treat thermal plasma not self-consistently in 
the present study, i. e., we do not take into account a change of the back-ground 
electron temperature due to interaction with waves and RC. So we have to specify the 
electron temperature in order to compare the "wave" and "collisional" energy sources. 
Because of the Coulomb collisioiial energy source can readily act as the primer to 
heat plasmaspheric electrons [Thorne and H o m e ,  1992; Koxyra et al., 19871 below we 
use Te = 1 eV as an electron temperature. Selecting the same time cuts as we did 
in Section 2, we first present in Figure 10 the Coulomb collisional energy deposition I Figure 10 1 
rates separately for the RC H+ and 0+ ions for the case Te = 1 eV. The first and the 
second rows in Figure 10 represent the 0+ energy deposition rate, and the third aiid the 
fourth ones are the eiiergy source resulting from the RC H+, respectively. The white 
lines in the figure are the contours of equatorial plasmaspheric electron density. The 
most intense energy depositioiis for both RC ions are localized well earthward of the 
plasmapause, and the H f  energy source is a little more powerful then the 0+ energy 
source. Note that for the RC Hf ions, the greatest energy deposition rate of about 
10" (eV/(cm2 - s) is observed at hour 40 and it is due to the RC protons with eiiergy 
below 1 keV, aiid the "belts" of the enhanced depositions outside of the plasmapause 
are due to the protons with eiiergy in a range 10 - 100 eV. 
From the same simulation, based on the system of governing equatioiis derived in 
paper 1, we obtained the eiiergy deposition rates to the thermal plasiiiasplieric electrons 
as they described by equations (3) and (4). The selected snapshots are presented in 
Figure 11 for two eiiergy sources discussed above; the heat fluxes caused by the EMIC 
wave energy absorption due to Landau resonance, and the heat fluxes due to  Coulomb 
energy degradation of the RC H+ and 0+ ions. The energy deposition rates caused by 
the resonant interaction of the EMIC waves and thermal plasmaspheric electrons are 
presented in the first and second rows. The (MLT, Gshell) localizations of the energy 
flux from this channel are practically coincident with the corresponding EAdIC wave 
energy distributions (compare with Figure 6 in paper I). There are spot-like patches 
which are mostly localized in the vicinity of the lo2 c ~ n - ~  electron number density 
contour in the plasmasphere boundary layer. The most intense energy deposition rates 
a.re observed in the postnoon-premidnight MLT sector, and maximize at the magnitude 
of 7.8 . 10'' (eV/(cin2 . s) at L=3.25, I\/ILT=22 at 34 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT. 
The third and fourth rows in Figure 11 are the snapshots of the energy deposition 
rates into the thermal plasmaspheric electrons due to  Coulomb energy degradation of the 
RC H+ and 0' ions. Coulomb collisioils occur throughout the plasmasphere-RC overlap 
region. As a result, this energy source is smooth in intensity, located well earthward 
of the plasmapause, and spatially sepa.rated from the "wave" energy source. Although 
the intense energy deposition rates are inostly observed in the postnooil-premidnight 
MLT sector, soinetiines this kind of energy source can be effective everywhere encircling 
allnost the entire globe (see, e. g., the hours 40 and 48 ill Figure 11). The greatest 
energy deposition rate of about lo1' (eV/(cm2. s) is observed at hour 40, and the 
typical energy deposition rates are about of 2 . 1010 (eV/(cin2 - s),  and found during two 
periods; 32-48 hours, and 76-86 hours after 1 I\/lay, 0000 UT. 
3.2. Electron Heating Events in Subauroral Topside Ionosphere: Qualitative 
Comparison With Observations 
The overlap of the RC with the outer plasmasphere plays a major role in the 
storm-time related electron temperature elevations in the subauroral topside ionosphere. 
One of the major deficiencies in the study of the coupling of the RC to the ionosphere 
is the lack of concurrent and conjugate magnetospheric and ionospheric plasma 
measurements over complete anoinalous heating events. Recently, Gurgiolo et al. [2005] 
have presented a global view of the RC-plasmasphere system during the 18-19 June 
2001 storm. In order to have concurrent and conjugate plasma measurements from the 
plasmasphere, the RC, and the topside ionosphere Gurgiolo et al. [2005] have combined 
data from the IMAGE and DMSP satellites. IMAGE has been used (1) to obtain the 
plasmaspheric Het ion density in the geomagnetic equatorial plane (EUV), and (2) to 
obtain global 2D distributions of the RC ion fluxes in the geomagnetic equatoria.1 plane 
(MENA and HENA). DMSP satellites (F-12, F-13, a.nd F-15) have been used to obtain 
electron temperature and precipitating electron and ion fluxes along the satellite tracks 
at a nominal altitude of 830 km. Gurgiolo et al. [2005] have analyzed the relationships 
of the topside heating of the subauroral ambient electrons with the plasi~lasphere 
and RC conditions. They have found that subauroral heating occurs within the 
plasmasphere-RC overlap region, and can be separated into two classifications; inner 
and outer heating events. The inner events take pla.ce well earthward of the plasmapause 
(> 0.75RE in the equatorial plane) and generally occur in the dawn MLT sector. The 
outer events occur in the plasmasphere boundary layer within 0.75RE of the equatorial 
plasmapause, and are more prevalent in the dusk MLT sector. Note that sometimes 
both inner and outer events are observed in the evening MLT sector. 
Our theoretical results presented in Figure 11 very clear demonstrate spatial 
separation between two energy sources for thermal plasmaspheric electrons. The 
"wave" source produces intense thermal fluxes mainly in the postiioon-premidnight 
plasmasphere boundary layer, a radially narrow region but extended in hlILT. On the 
other hand, the "Coulomb" source is acting well earthward of the plasmapause and can 
be found in both postnoon-premidnight and morning MLT sectors. (Although the radial 
extension of the "Coulomb" source usually exceed 2 R E  in the postnoon MLT sector, 
there is less than RE for the heating radial extension in the dawn MLT sector.) This 
spatial structure of the thermal electron heating caused by interaction of the RC with 
the plasmasphere is supported by concurrent and conjugate plasma measuremeiits from 
the plasmasphere, the RC, and the topside ionosphere [Gurgiolo et al., 20051. At the 
same time, we should note that in the present study we do not discuss the mechanisms 
of energy transfer from the high-altitude energy sources into the ionosphere. (The 
heat conduction and/or low energy downward electron fluxes are now widely accepted 
as the main energy tra~isport mechanisms.) So it is not a fact that calculated energy 
deposition rates are the real thermal fluxes that can be observed at the ionosphere level. 
These theoretical numbers give only the maximal values of the heat fluxes which could 
be potentially traiisfered downward to  the ionosphere from the specified energy sources . 
The observed heating is mostly localized in the equatorial radial direction (or 
in a latitudinal direction as it observed by DMSP satellites), and interpreting the 
satellite data, Gurgiolo e t  al. [2005] have come to the conclusion that "while Coulomb 
collisions may act as a heat source in the equatorial plasmasphere, collisional heat 
conduction is not the source of the heat flux into the ionosphere", and some alternate 
mechanism(s) should act to  transfer the heat into the upper ionosphere. They have 
tried to  explain the observed inner and outer heating events by drawing in the wave 
instabilities. Although they have had difficulties to explain the heat flux driver for the 
inner heating events, they convincingly argue that the EMIC wave instability is driving 
the heat flux into the ionosphere for the outer heating events. This is exactly the result 
we obtained from our global self-consistent RC-EMIC wave model. Note that there 
is an extremely irnportailt fact we should keep in mind; in spite of the "wave" energy 
source is less intense globally then the "Coulomb" source, the EMIC waves scatter the 
thermal electrons into the loss cone (even if these electrons are heating due to Coulomb 
collisions with RC), so these heated electrons can precipitate into the ionosphere. At 
the same time, we should emphasize that Gurgiolo e t  al. [2005] have encountered one 
difficulty connected with employing the EMIC wave instability as a heat driver for the 
outer heating events. Namely, they have found "in no instance in this entire storm is 
ion precipitation observed in conjuiiction with a subauroral temperature enhancemelit. 
Ion precipitation is expected to accompany heating produced in the dainping of ion 
cyclotroii waves [Cornwall et  al., 19711". We believe that this difficulty can be naturally 
resolved i11 the fra.lne of our new RC-EMIC wave theoretical model. 
As we have demonstrated in paper 1, the EI\/IIC wave power density distribution 
over wave normal angle can occupy not only the region of generation, i. e. the region of 
small 190, but the entire wave normal angle region, and even the region near O0 = 7r/2 
only. The intensities of the RC ion precipitating fluxes depend on the intensities of the 
EMIC waves in the region of small QO, and the magnitudes of energy deposition rates to  
thermal electrons mostly depend on the intensities of the oblique EMIC waves. Selecting 
the same spatial points (a), (b) and (c) as we did in Section 2 analyzing Figures 2 and 
3, we list in Table 1 the values for the wave induced energy deposition rates to the 
thermal plasmaspheric electrons in these points. At point (b), the wave power, Bi,(b), 
has the greatest amplitude, the EMIC wave energy is near evenly distributed in the 
entire wave normal angle region (see Figure 9(b) in paper I), and as a result we observe 
the greatest energy deposition rate in this point. Let us now consider the points (a) and 
(c). First, for these points the ratio B:,(,)/B$,(,) = 1.8 is held. Second, although the 
core plasma density, nee, in poiiit (a) is about 30% greater than in point (c), and for 
the dipole model the ratio of the magnetic fields in these points is B(,)/B(,) = 1.3 (ye 
depends on nee and B ,  see Figure 5), the Landau damping rates are almost the same 
in these points. So we can expect the energy depositioii rate in point (a) to be greater 
than in poiiit (c). In spite of the above facts, the energy deposition rate in point (a) is 
inore than two times less than in point (c) (P,v,e,(,)/Pw,,,(,) = 0.4) because the EMIC 
wave power spectral density distributions over Oo are diametrically opposite in these two 
points (see Figure 9 in paper 1). As a consequence, we observe the similar intensities of 
the energy deposition rates in these points, but there is a dralnatic difference between 
the RC proton precipitating fluxes, JlC,(,)/ JlC,(,) = 17.7. So the satellite measurements 
[Gurgiolo et al., 20051 and our theoretical results allow us to argue that the subauroral 
temperature enhancement in the outer heating events (i) is driven by thermal electron 
energy absorption due to Landau resonance with EMIC waves, and (ii) these events are 
not necessary to be accompanied by the elevated RC ion precipitations. 
3.3. Relationship of Wave Heating to SAR Arcs 
In conclusion of this Section, let us poilit out the possible relation of the Landau 
resonance between the EMIC waves and thermal plasmaspheric electrons to the energy 
source to drive excitation of stable auroral red (SAR) arcs. Although the spacecraft 
and ground-based measurements along with statistical and theoretical studies provide 
a strong evideiice in support of the importance of the Coulomb energy degradation 
of the RC ions as a SAR arc energy source [Kozyra et al., 19871, the role of plasma 
waves in SAR arc formation is now unclear and remains a controversial issue [Kozyra 
et al., 1997bl. The newest SAR arc observations, with instrumentation that allows 
enhanced spatial and temporal resolution, have revealed surprising spot-like patches of 
enhanced emissions that move along the length of the SAR arc [Kozyra et al., 1997bl. 
No explanation for these small-scale structures yet exists. As we deinoiistrated above; 
the EMIC waves produce intense electron thermal fluxes in the MLT extended aiid 
radially narrow region in the postiiooii-premidnight plasmasphere boundary layer. 
There are spot-like patches of the enhaiiced lieat fluxes, aiid the most intense energy 
deposition rate during the studied event reaches the value of 1 O l 1  (eV/(cm2 . s) at 
L=3.25, MLT=22 at 34 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT. The first and the second rows in 
Figure 12 present the total energy deposition rates caused by the EMIC wave energy Figure 12  
absorption and the Coulomb energy degradation of the RC H+ and Of ions. The third 
and the fourth rows are the heat fluxes due to Coulomb energy degradation of the 
RC H+ and 0+ ions only. In many snapshots in this Figure, we can clearly observe 
the spots of the enhanced energy depositions to thermal electrons. The theoretically 
obtained great thermal fluxes and their spot-like spatial structure make this "wave" 
energy source a possible mechanism to drive the above mentioned SAR arc feature. The 
spot-like spatial structure produced by this "wave" mechanism depends on the structure 
of the region of enhanced density gradient in the plasmasphere boundary layer, and 
multiple plasmapause density drops are often observed [ T h o m e  and Horne, 19921. On 
the other hand, if Couloiilb collisions are responsible for the observed spot-like patches 
of the enhanced heat fluxes, the dense plasma peaks and/or higher density structures 
in the RC itself are required. Certainly, the additional measurements and theoretical 
iiivestigatioiis are required in order to explain these small-scale structures in the SAR 
arcs. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we have continued preseiitations and discussions of the results of a 
simulation based on a new global self-consistent theoretical model of interacting RC ions 
a.nd propagating EMIC waves. This model is a further development of the self-consistent 
RC-EhlIIC wave model of Kha,xanov et al. [2002; 20031. Siiilulation of the RC dynamics 
itself in this new iiiodel is based on the bounce-averaged kinetic equation, and this 
equation is absolutely identical to the corresponding equation in our previous model. 
But in comparison with the previous RC-EMIC wave model, the modeling of the wave 
dynamics is essentially different in the present study. In order to describe the EMIC 
wave evolution we have explicitly included the ray tracing equations in our previous 
self-consistent model, and have used the complete wave kinetic equation. This is a 
crucial new feature of the present model and, to the best of our knowledge, ray tracing 
equations for the first tiine have beell explicitly employed on a global magnetospheric 
scale in order to describe spatial and temporal evolutions of the RC-EMIC wave system. 
The differences between the newly developed model and our previous studies [Khazanov 
et al., 2002; 20031 can be summarized as follows. In the present study (1) the case of 
multi-species (e - H+ - Hef - O+) thermal plasina is considered, (2) wave propagation 
and refraction is rigorously taken into account in the full wave kinetic equation, (3) there 
is no wave reflection from the ionosphere, because the Hef-mode is now reflecting from 
the surfaces of the 0' - He+ bi-ion hybrid frequency, and in the current study we 
neglect the tunneling of the waves across the correspondiilg stop zone (only a minor 
portion of the EMIC wave energy can tuiliiel across the reflection region for the adopted 
O+ coizteiit in the thermal density model, see paper 1 for all details). 
In order to study the effects of EMIC wave propagation and refraction on the wave 
induced RC protoil precipitation and heating of the thermal plasmaspheric electrons, 
we have simulated the May 1998 storm, and have presented the results for two tiine 
intervals during the storm. The first interval takes place on 2 May, from 24 hours to 
48 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT, and covers the period of first Dst dip. The second one 
from 72 hours to 86 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT represents the period of largest Dst 
decrease on 4 May. The main findings of paper 2 can be summarized as follows. 
1. The wave induced RC proton precipitations have a quite fine structure, and are 
highly organized by the location of the plasmapause gradient. The strongest fluxes of 
about 4 lo6 (cm . s . sr)-' are observed during the main and early recovery phases of the 
storm. The very interesting and probably more important finding is that in a number of 
cases the most intense precipitating fluxes are not simply connected to the most intense 
EMIC waves. The characteristics of the EMIC wave power spectral density distribution 
over the wave normal angle is an extremely crucial factor for the effectiveness of the 
wave induced RC ion scattering. 
2. Comparison of the obtained global RC proton precipitating patterns with the 
results from other ring current model [Kozyra et al., 1997a] reveals that,  although 
we observe a qualitative agreement between localizations of the wave induced 
precipitatioi~s in the models, there is 110 quantitative agreement between the iiiagnitudes 
of precipitating fluxes. It has been demonstrated that these differences are mainly due 
to a qualitative difference between the characters of the EI\IIIC wave power spectral 
density distributions over the wave normal angle in these two models. 
3. Two energy sources for the plasmaspheric thermal electrons are examined; the 
heat flux caused by the EMIC wave energy absorption due to Landau resonance with 
electrons, and the heat flux due to Coulomb energy degradation of the RC H+ and O+ 
ions. The (hlLLT, Gshell) localizations of the energy flux from the "wave" channel are 
practically coincident with the corresponding EMIC wave energy distributions (compare 
Figure I1  with Figure 6 in paper 1). There are spot-like patches which are mostly 
localized in a vicinity of the lo2 ~ r n - ~  electron number density contour, along the most 
enhanced density gradient in the plasmasphere boundary layer. The heat fluxes caused 
by the EMIC wave energy absorption are observed in the postnoon-prernidnight MLT 
sector, and maximize at the magnitude of 10" (eV/(cm2 . s) at L=3.25, MLT=22 at 34 
hours after 1 May, 0000 UT. Coulomb collisions occur throughout the plasmasphere-RC 
overlap region, and as a result this energy source is smooth in intensity, located well 
earthward of the plasmapause, and spatially separated from the "wave" energy source. 
The inost intense energy deposition rates are observed in the postnoon-preinidnight 
MLT sector, and soinetimes this kind of energy source can be effective everywhere 
encircling almost the entire globe. Although the radial extension of the Coulomb 
collisional source usually exceeds 2RE in the postnoon MLT sector, there is less than 
RE for the heating radial extension in the dawn MLT sector. The greatest Couloinb 
energy deposition rate of about 10'' (eV/(cm2 . s) is observed at hour 40, and the 
typical energy deposition rates are about of 2 . 10'' (eV/(cin2 - s), and found during two 
periods; 32-48 hours, and 76-86 hours after 1 May, 0000 UT. The theoretically obtained 
spatial structure of the thermal electron heating caused by interaction of the RC with 
plasmasphere is strongly supported by concurrent and conjugate plasma measurements 
from the plasmasphere, the RC, and the topside ionosphere [Gurgiolo et al., 20051. 
4. The SAR arc observatioiis with instrumentation that allows enhanced spatial a.nd 
teiiiporal resolution, have revealed surprising spot-like patches of enhanced emissions 
that move along the length of the SAR arc [Kozyra et al., 1997bl. No explanation for 
these small-scale structures yet exists. In the present study we have demonstrated that 
EMIC waves produce intense electron thermal fluxes in the MLT extended and radially 
narrow region in the postnoon-premidnight plasmasphere boundary layer. There are 
spot-like patches of the enhanced heat fluxes. Although the additional measurements 
and theoretical investigations are required, the theoretically obtained great thermal 
fluxes and their spot-like spatial structure make this "wave" energy source a possible 
inechaiiism to drive the observed small-scale structures in the SAR arcs. 
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Figure 1. The RC proton precipitating fluxes averaged over the equatorial pitch-angle 
loss cone, and integrated over the energy ra.nge 1 - 50 keV. The results are obtained 
from the model with no wave-particle interaction (basic version of RAM). All specified 
hours are counted from 0000 UT on 1 May, 1998. 
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, except the complete system of governing equations (21) 
and (22) from paper 1 is used for the simulation. 
Figure 3. Same as Figure 1, except the RC proton precipitating fluxes are obtained 
from a simulation employing the RAM as it has been described by Kozyra et al. [1997a], 
and Jordanova et al. [2001]. 
Figure 4. The EMIC wave power spectral density asymmetry over the wave normal 
angle. 
Figure 5. The electron Landau damping rates versus the wave normal angle for the H e f -  
mode of EMIC waves. The plasma is assumed to consist of the h4axwellian electrons, 
and cold ions (77% of Hf, 20% of He+, and 3% of Of). The second row in the figure 
represents the corresponding results from the first row but in the vicinity on the damping 
rate inaxiinum only. All the results are calculated for the wave frequency u = w/27r = 
0.286 Hz. (a,b) The electron iiuinber density and magnetic field are taken from our global 
model at location L=5.75, MLT=14, at 48 hours after 1 May 1998, 0000 UT (nominal 
case). (c,d) The doubled electron nuinber density of the nominal case. (e,f) The one and 
half of the magnetic field amplitude of the nominal case. 
Figure 6. Fractions of the RC ions at  geosyilchroi~ous distance for the May 2-7, 1998 
storm period 
Figure 7. Coulornb collisional energy deposition rate (EDR) to the thermal electrons 
at the topside ionospheric altitude due to interaction with the RC H+ ions. All the heat 
fluxes are mapped back in the equatorial plane along the dipole field lines. The first, 
second, and third rows represent the results for the electron temperature of 0.5, 1.0, and 
2.0 eV, respectively. The hours are counted from 0000 UT on 1 May, 1998. 
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, except for the RC Oi ions. 
Figure 9. Energy dependence of the Coulomb collisional energy loss per unit length 
(arbitrary units) experienced by the RC ions in a specified background plasma, G. All the 
results are presented for the constant plasma characteristics except electron temperature 
(0.5, 1, and 2 eV). (a) The energetic ion is Ht ion, and (b) the energetic ion is O+ ion. 
Two vertical lines restrict the typical energy range of maximum RC fluxes. 
Figure 10. Coulomb collisional energy deposition rates to the thermal plasmaspheric 
electrons at the topside ionospheric altitude due to interaction with the RC Ot and 
H+ ions. All the heat fluxes are obtained for T, = 1 eV, and are mapped back ill the 
equatorial plane along the dipole field lines. The first and second rows represent the Oi 
energy source, and the third and fourth rows represent the energy source resulting froill 
the RC H f ,  respectively. The white lines are the contours of equatorial plasmaspheric 
electron density, and all specified hours are counted from 0000 UT on 1 Max 1998. 
Figure 11. Energy deposition rates to the thermal plasmaspheric electrons at the topside 
ionospheric altitude. All the heat fluxes are obtained for T, = 1 eV, and are mapped 
back in the equatorial plane along the dipole field lines. The first and second rows 
show the deposition rates caused by the EMIC wave energy absorption due to Landau 
resonance with thermal electrons. The third and fourth rows are the heat fluxes due to 
Coulomb energy degradation of the RC H+ and 0' ions. White lines show the contours 
of equatorial plasmaspheric electron density, and as everywhere all specified hours are 
counted from 0000 UT on 1 May, 1998. 
Figure 12. Energy deposition rates to the thermal plasmaspheric electrons at the topside 
ionospheric altitude. All the heat fluxes are obtained for T, = 1 eV, and are mapped 
back in the equatorial plane along the dipole field lines. The first and second rows show 
the total deposition rates caused by the EMIC wave energy absorption and the Coulolnb 
energy degradation of the RC H+ and 0+ ions. The third and fourth rows are the heat 
fluxes due to Coulomb energy degradation of the RC ITf and 0+ ions only. All the 
specified hours are counted from 0000 UT on 1 May, 1998. 
Table 1. Wave induced RC proton precipitating fluxes, the equatorial EMIC wave power 




J1c B: Pw ,e 
(a) L=5.25, MLT=16 
(b) Lz5.75, MLT=15 
(c) L=5.75, MLT=14 
RAM, Kozyra et al. [1997a] 
JLC Bz 
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